Ait Said Samir, Gymnastics, France
Agenor Ronald, Tennis, Haiti
Aloize Jean-Baptiste, Athletics – Long Jump, France
Angbo Isaac, Judo, Ivory Coast
Barshim Mutaz Essa, Athletics – High Jump, Qatar
Betsen Serge, Rugby, France
Blake Yohan, Athletics, Jamaica
Bochet Marie, Alpine Skiing, France
Bonaly Surya, Figure Skating, France
Bonneval Hugo, Rugby, France
Bopanna Rohan, Tennis, India
Boukpeti Benjamin, Canoe-Kayak, Togo
Brumotti Vittorio, Trial Bike, Italy
Bubka Sergey, Athletics – Pole vault, Ukraine
Capirossi Loris, Motorbike, Italy
Chabal Sébastien, Rugby, France
Chuan Guo, Sailing, China
Crooks Charmaine, Athletics – 400m and 800m, Canada
De Puniet Randy, Motorbike, France
De Varona Donna, Swimming, USA
Diagana Stéphane, Athletics – Hurdling 400m, France
Dieye Balla, Taekwondo, Senegal
Djokovic Novak, Tennis, Serbia
Doucouré Ladij, Hurdling 110m, France
Dridi Momo, Kick Boxing, France
Drogba Didier, Football, Ivory Coast
El Guerrouj Hicham, Athletics – middle distance running, Morocco
Elena Daniel, Rally, Monaco
Elwani Rania, Swimming, Egypt
Emelianenko Fedor, Sambo, Russia
Engel Maro, Auto racing, Germany
Estanguet Tony, Canoe-Kayak, France
Figueroa Elias, Football, Chile
Fischer Laurence, Karate, France
Flessel Laura, Fencing, France
Fleurian Jean-Philippe, Tennis, France
Fosbury Dick, Athletics – High Jump, USA
Fournier Laure, Sambo, France
Fredericks Frankie, Athletics – sprint, Namibia
Froilán Pierre, Free Diving, Monaco
Froome Christopher, Cycling, UK
Gandega Diana, Basketball, Mali Senegal France
Gentil Pascal, Taekwondo, France
Ghibi Habiba, Athletics – middle distance, Tunisia
Gilbert Philippe, Road Cycling, Belgium
Giraldo Lopez Hugo, Gymnastics, Colombia
Golovin Tatiana, Tennis, France
Grosplessier Bertrand « ElkY », Poker, France
Harinordoquy Imanol, Rugby, France
Harnois Mariève, Taekwondo, France
Hernandez Stefany, BMX, Venezuela
Hurtis Muriel, Athletics – sprint, France
Isinbaeva Yelena, Athletics – Pole vault, Russia
Jacque Olivier, Motorcycle, France
Karembeu Christian, Football, France
Karlsson Peter, Table Tennis, Sweden
Karlsson Robert, Golf, Sweden
Keita Daba Modibo, Taekwondo, Mali
Kipketer Wilson, Athletics – middle distance, Denmark
Koss Johann, Speed Skating, Norway
Kosteniuk Alexandra, Chess, Russia
Kouyaté Willy, Boxing, France Mali
Lafta Fareed, Skydiver – extreme sports, Iraq
Lamouchi Sabri, Football, France Tunisia
Leibovitz Tal, Table Tennis, USA
Loeb Sébastien, Rally, France
Lomu Jonah, Rugby, New Zealand
Loroupe Tegla, Athletics – long distance, Kenya
Luger Dan, Rugby, UK
Mare Adrien, Baja, Monaco
Masnada Florence, Alpine Skiing, France
Massa Felipe, Auto racing, Brazil
Matuidi Blaise, Football, France
McGee Bradley, Cycling, Australia
Medany Aya, Modern Pentathlon, Egypt
Mehrabi Kaveh, Badminton, Iran
Meraia-Benida Nouria, Athletics – middle distance, Algeria
Mesler Steve, 4-man bobsleigh, USA
Meyer Elana, Athletics – long distance, South Africa
Meyer Jérôme, Climbing, France
Moradi Zsolt, Kickboxing, Hungary
Murray Samantha, Modern Pentathlon, UK
Ndao Fodé, Karate, Senegal
Niyongabo Venuste, Athletics – middle distance, Burundi
O’Grady Stuart, Cycling, Australia
Ourahmoune Sarah, Boxing, France
Perec Marie-José, Athletics – sprint, France
Renaar François, Rugby, South Africa
Pietrus Florent, Basketball, France
Plaza Mélissa, Football, France
Poll Sylvia, Swimming, Costa-Rica
Qureshi Aisam-Ul-Haq, Tennis, Pakistan
Radcliffe Paula, Athletics – long distance, UK
Raquil Marc, Athletics – sprint, France
Renteria Edgar, Baseball, Colombia
Rodríguez Angel, Athletics, Spain
Ryu Seung-Min, Table tennis, South Korea
Siddiqi Kashif, Football, Pakistan
Sidibé Sidiki, Basketball, France
Simone Marco, Football, Italy
Squilaci Sébastien, Football, France
Sroka Bruno, Kite surfing, France
Sukova Heneta, Tennis, Czech Republic
Teheran Julio, Baseball, Colombia
Thalijieh Honey, Football, Palestine
Toorpakai Maria, Squash, Pakistan
Tordo Jean-François, Rugby, France
Trana Gabriela, Athletics – middle distance, Costa-Rica
Vallarino Gregory, Ju-jitsu, Uruguay
Vinokourov Alexander, Cycling, Kazakhstan
Viriamu Patrick, Paracanoe, French Polynesia
Vlasic Blanka, Athletics – high jump, Croatia
Waddell Chris, Sit-skiing, USA
Wiberg Pernilla, Skiling, Sweden
Yacoubou Isabelle, Basketball, France
Yang Pedro Alejandro, Badminton, Guatemala